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Preparing To Play                                             ‘Running Order’ of Riffs

Root Note/Harmonized Ending

‘Mix & Match’ Riffs

This lesson will focus on taking the standard Blues riffs learned so far and playing them along with

accompanying Blues rhythm tracks.  The objective will be to hear how these riffs ‘blend’ or harmonize

along with a backing rhythm played in the same key.  This will be the first step in to what is often referred

to as ‘jamming’, which is the classic combination of playing ‘lead’ guitar (Blues riffs) along with rhythm

guitar. 

All riffs played with the ‘A’ Blues scale will harmonize with the audio rhythm track in ‘A’ Blues.  Simply

repeat the suggested running-order of riffs (previous section) until the track ends.  These standard Blues

riffs are ‘winner riffs’, meaning they will sound good played at any speed as long as they are played

‘verbatim’ (correct) and with clarity.  Also, the timing of when each riff is played will not initially be an

issue as each riff will harmonize when played at any point during the rhythm track.  

Once the ‘running order’ of riffs can be played along with the rhythm track without difficulty, the next step

will be to rearrange or ‘m ix & match’ riffs in any preferred order one wishes to play.  This will be one of

the first initial steps to actual improvisation, because even though each individual riff should be played

‘verbatim’, the guitarist has the option to decide the ‘running order’ in which the riffs are played. 

There are other rhythm tracks to practice ‘jamming along’ with

in other keys.  Not only are these rhythm tracks in different

keys, there are also variations in strumming patterns and tempo

with each track (see right).  When played in the same key, the

standard Blues riffs with ‘fit’ or blend in with either track. 

Playing With Blues Rhythm in ‘A’ 

Most Blues rhythm progressions in ‘A’ will end with some type of ‘A’ chord.  The audio Blues rhythm

track in ‘A’, for example, ends with an ‘A7' chord.  For the soloist, playing an ‘A’ root note along with the

final ‘A7' chord produces a cohesive, harm onized ending.  Of the three fundamental root note positions

to play for the ending, the higher-pitched first and fourth string root notes ‘sing-out’ more compared to the

lower-pitched sixth string root note, which may blend-in too much with the rhythm track.  If the ending

occurs while in the middle of playing one of the standard Blues riffs, simply abandon the riff and play a root

note to produce a harmonized finish.  Having a harmonized ending between the lead and rhythm guitars

sounds better than having a lead guitar ‘meander’ around too long to finish a riff after the rhythm track has

finished. 

Playing with Rhythm

Rhythm Tracks In Other Keys       Audio Tracks

1. ‘The Blues Riff’

2. ‘The Bend & Release Riff’

3.  Play Up Box Pattern

4.  Play Down Box Pattern  

The objective here w ill not be to actually improvise or be

creative, but instead to simply hear how the standard riffs 

harmonize with a backing rhythm.  For a beginner, playing riffs

simultaneously along with a  rhythm may throw off one’s

concentration, so setting a pre-arranged ‘running-order’ of riffs

beforehand makes things easier.  A suggested ‘running-order’

of riffs in ‘A’ Blues is shown right.  Rehearse the running order

first before attempting to play along with a rhythm track.  

Blues Rhythm in ‘A’:  (‘shuffle’) 

Blues Rhythm in ‘B=’:  (‘funk’)

Blues Rhythm in ‘E’:    (‘texas’) 
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